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Vocabulary: Commuting

on foot convenient

… is close to… inconvenient

… is far from…
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(It’s about 10 minutes by subway.)

Vocabulary: Counting Minutes and Hours

To count minutes use the counter suffix, ; after some sounds,
with the Sino-Japanese series of numerals. (See Grammar 9.1, p. 156.) The
counter suffix for counting hours is .

one minute
two minutes
three minutes
four minutes
five minutes
six minutes
seven minutes
eight minutes
nine minutes
ten minutes

one hour
two hours
one and a half hours
three hours

twenty-five minutes

cannot be
used to mean suited (not
suited) for one’s schedule.
Japanese say 

(Three
o’clock is convenient for

me) and 
(Four o’clock

is inconvenient for me).

X via, by means of X; Y from
Y; very; area of Tokyo.

Ms. Brown and Mr. Mimura are talking BROWN: Where is your apartment, Mr.Mimura?
MIMURA: It’s in Ueno. BROWN: It’s close to the university, isn’t it? MIMURA: Yes. It’s about ten minutes
by subway. It’s very convenient.

Alternatively, the counter
suffix 

may also be
used when expressing
duration of minutes:

or

(I talked for 5 minutes). But
only can name a
particular minute: 

(I went at 1:05).

✹
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(Where is it?)

Practice the dialogue in 1, substituting information from the
chart below.

Useful Word: a bit

130 My Town

NAME/TYPE OF PLACE PROXIMITY TO TRANSPORTATION CONVENIENCE

RESIDENCE SCHOOL METHOD/TIME

REQUIRED

Grammar and Practice Activities
5. Adjectives and Adverbs

HAYASHI: Is your university large,Ms.Brown? BROWN: No, it’s not very large. HAYASHI: Is it famous?
BROWN: No, it’s not very famous.

✹
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Useful Vocabulary: Basic Adjectives

big; large
small
many
few
new
old
good
not good; bad
bad
quiet; peaceful
noisy; disturbing
attractive; clean
dirty
spacious; wide
small (in area); narrow
low
high; expensive
inexpensive
interesting
famous
lively
boring
difficult
easy; kind
long
short
delicious
bad tasting

KAWAMURA: Who is that ( person)? CHIN: That’s Ms.Machida’s boyfriend. KAWAMURA: He’s 
nice looking. ( lit., He is a nice-looking person.) CHIN: Yes.

In this textbook, adjectives
are listed in their
dictionary form.
Na-adjectives are
differentiated by adding

to the listed dictionary
form.

The i-adjective is
somewhat irregular. It is
the colloquial form of 
and is used more
commonly in informal
conversation. The negative
form of both and 

is . (See
Conjugating Adjectives,
Chapter 4.)

5.1 Adjectives are words that modify nouns. In the phrase a red sweater, red is
an adjective. In Japanese as well, the adjective precedes the noun in such a 

phrase: (red sweater). This usage is called prenominal use,
meaning before the noun.

Adjectives do not always precede nouns,however. In English, there are
sentences such as That sweater is red. Likewise, in the equivalent Japanese 


